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Several devices have been constructed for chromatography accelerated by centrifugal 
forcel-O. In these devices the system of delivering the developing solvent is either 
central, without continuous influx of the mobile phases, or escentric with continuous 
influx of the mobile phase l-5. Both these methods have certain advantages and dis- 
advantages: in the case of the m’ethbd tit&o& ‘continuous influx of the mobile phase 
the development is irregular and the supply of the mobile phase does not permit 
cl~mmatoer~nhv over 1np-g p~ri~rlc; ~it_b_ ~v&b~~r; @dy MT~N.~T_T)‘s nnnarat1l.c. -___ ____-_-c3_‘1s__J -_.____ -L-J?------- 
which has the distributor in an escentric position is not subject to this disadvantage. 
One imperfection of this apparatus must, however, be pointed out, viz., it cannot en- 
sure conventional development of circular chromatograms and requires in addition 
such a great quantity of accurately adjustable overpressure that this cannot be sup- 
plied hydrostatically. 

The above-mentioned reasons inspired us to construct a new type of apparatus 
in \@llich the ~p_~nerfe!r.tinna of 1-b-e nmvinns nnt=ts Art? Pliminnfd. Tn this nmtntvne the r-- --- ------ =-_-.- --- - ____ ___ ______________ --_ __^_I IF-----Jr- ---- 

distributor of the mobile phase’ is pressureless or, properly speaking, it is sufficient to 
supply merely hydrostatic pressure for accurate regulation of the mobile phase 
influx. This apparatus can be said to be adaptable to different chromatographic 
methods. It allows the performance of adsorption and partition chromatography, 
and also of special methods, such as the overflow technique or gradient elution. 

Description of the a$paratus 

The apparatus for centrifugally accelerated chromatography consists of the following 
parts ; the distributor of the mobile phase (Fig. I), which consists of a capillary tube, 
the tip of which is ground dut to form a conical aperture. This is in fact a bearing for a 
stainless steel-ball, which is in direct contact with the paper. The bottom half of the 
ball bearing consists of a disc made of hardened PVC, at the centre of which there is a 
hollow with the same radius of curvature as the ball. The distributor is supported at 
l75x-3 points ap_d may by_ d+placpd vt=dir=lllv when il_ & nPrPcc3rv t,n Qb_&Tge tb_e - . . _ . _* “--“J . . __l_L ‘-*-----I-J 

paper. Thk influx of the mobile phase can be regulated directly by a brass needle 
valve “Reguia” (in the case of non-corrosive phases) or indirectly, by means of 
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